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The A7X is ADAM Audio’s best selling nearfield monitor. 
It is one of the most balanced and versatile speakers 
currently on the market. The X-ART tweeter produces 
detailed, uncompressed highs and upper mids without 
being tiring over long listening periods. Despite its 
compact housing, the bass response is powerful and 
precise.

The A7X‘s ability to exactly reproduce every sonic detail 
no matter how small, its translucent sound image, tonal 
depth and stereo localization inspires music producers 
and explains why it is by far the most reviewed and 
award-winning monitor in recent years. 

Cabinet- and bass reflex-construction

Like the other AX-Series models, the upper corners of 
the A7X are slanted to minimize reflections. The very 
large, double bass reflex tubes on the front have been 
specifically designed to perfectly match the midwoofer 
with its large voice coil.

Amplification and controls

The tweeter is driven by a 50 Watt A/B amplifier and 
the bass/mid-woofer by a 100 Watt PWM amplifier. This 
achieves a very clean and nuanced reproduction of the 
midrange frequencies with a seamless transition in the 
crossover from the 7″ woofer, which operates in the 
range of 42 Hz to 2.5 kHz, towards the handmade X-ART 
tweeter.

Besides the volume control and power button on 
the front panel, the rear panel offers several more 
controls: a gain for the high frequencies (4 db) and two 
shelf filters for the high and low frequencies.

Basic technical data

→     German Handmade Precision
         X-ART Tweeter
→     7″ Woofer
         [Carbon/Rohacell/Glass Fiber]
→     Amp. Power RMS / Music: 150 W / 225 W
→     42 Hz - 50 kHz
→     Max. SPL Per Pair at 1 m: ≥114 dB
→     5 Year Warranty

Reviews & Testimonials

Excellent performance across the entire audio 
spectrum.
[Paul White / Sound on Sound]

The A7X is an incredibly powerful and well-balanced 
listening system that covers the full frequency 
spectrum with aplomb. It won’t let you down.
[Mike Metlay / Recording Magazine]

The A7X from ADAM Audio wins the race a long way 
ahead of the rest!
[Sound & Recording]

Awards

SOUND ON SOUND AWARDS
Winner

TOOLS4MUSIC
Performance Winner

DJ TECH AWARDS
Best Studio Monitor

STEREOPLAY
Highlight


